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Why  are  the  world’s  top  vaccine  promoters,  like  Paul  Offit  and  Peter  Hotez,  frantically
warning us about the unique and frightening dangers inherent in developing a coronavirus
vaccine?

Scientists  first  attempted  to  develop  coronavirus  vaccines  after  China’s  2002  SARS-CoV
outbreak. Teams of US & foreign scientists vaccinated animals with the four most promising
vaccines.

At first, the experiment seemed successful as all  the animals developed a robust antibody
response to coronavirus. However, when the scientists exposed the vaccinated animals to
the wild virus, the results were horrifying.

Vaccinated  animals  suffered  hyper-immune  responses  including  inflammation  throughout
their  bodies  terminating  with  fatal  lung  infections.  Researchers  had  seen  this  same
“enhanced immune response” during human testing of the failed RSV vaccine tests in the
1960s. Two children died.

Offit, Hotez and even Anthony Fauci (in an unguarded moment), have warned that any new
coronavirus vaccine could trigger lethal immune reactions when vaccinated people come in
contact with the wild virus. Instead of proceeding with caution, Fauci has made the reckless
choice to fast track vaccines, partially funded by Gates, without animal studies (that could
provide early warning of runaway immune response).

Gates is so worried about the danger that he says he won’t distribute his vaccines until
governments agree to indemnify him against lawsuits.

On Feb 4th 2020, when there were only 11 active CV cases in the USA, the U.S. quietly
pushed through Federal regulations giving coronavirus vaccine makers full immunity from
liability. Are you willing to take the risk?
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